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The very best from the Aniligital Music label. Your first stop for original international trip hop flavor. 14

MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Trip Hop, ELECTRONIC: Breakbeat/Breaks Details: Aniligital Music proudly

presents, for the first time, the legendary first "All Your Beats Are Belong To Us" compilation. Featuring

the very best music from its internationally acclaimed talent pool of musicians: t.vs.T from San Francisco,

California - Notorious chill out masters of the West Coast, their music has been critically compared to a

"very good dose from a very good friend", all their music is recorded live at their shows, so the listener

can enjoy the groove as if s/he were at a live performance. Irian Jaya from Glasgow, Scotland - This duo

are deeply embedded in the Glasgow music scene, famous for their Bebado parties, they produce some

of Aniligital Music's most driven, intelligent, and haunting tunes. T Spigot from Sunnyvale, California -

These boys make mind-warping tunes on keys, turntables, guitar, bass, sequencers, and anything else

that makes noise. Their distinct IDM-influenced music has been featured as background music on

everything from MTV to National Geographic Skizzo Franick from Vienna, Austria - A self-described

"Rhodes Freak," Skizzo Franick's use of beautiful keyboard and guitar melodies over funky beats is

unmatched. He has no trouble crossing genres while maintaining the perfect blend of elements, whether

they be real instruments or samples, and the results are always astonishing to the ear. Cleo's Apartment

from Des Moines, IA - The members of this band tap into their diverse backgrounds and musical tastes to

produce their trademark jazzy breaks. Cleo's Apartment's sound has been described as "music that

snatches your brain in Iowa and drags it into the cold depths of space, as scratchy breakbeats propel you

into the darkness, organs, guitars, and horn samples keep you warm and breathing." Bigside Left from

Brooklyn, NY - Formerly known as Earshot, Bigside Left's music epitomizes the funky breaks genre. His

focus is on beat driven music that is accessibile rather than avant-garde. The music manages to be both
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intelligent and listenable, a rare feat in today's saturated arena. The combination of slick production with

lo-fi samples and found sounds makes for an intensely pleasurable listening experience. Trancenden

from San Francisco, CA - Acclaimed Ineternational DJ and producer, Tal M. Klein, one of the founders of

Aniligital Music. Trancenden makes addictive music ranging from jazzy breakbeats to funky trip hop

tunes. His sound is unique and very recognizeable.. Trust us, if you watch TV or play video games,

you've heard his music before. We are sure you will become an Aniligital Music addict after purchasing

this CD, and wait 'till you hear some of the stuff we're cooking up for 2004!
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